FD0.0 DRONES

BASIC SET
FD1.0 GENERAL RULES
FD2.0 TYPES OF DRONES
FD3.0 TYPES OF DRONE RACKS
FD4.0 LAUNCHING RATES
FD5.0 METHODS OF CONTROL

ADVANCED MISSIONS
FD6.0 PROBE DRONES
FD7.0 SCATTER-PACK SHUTTLES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD8.0 MULTI-WARHEAD DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD9.0 ECM DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD10.0 DRONE CONSTRUCTION (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD11.0 SWORDFISH DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD12.0 ARMORED DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD13.0 SWORDFISH DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD14.0 SPEARFISH DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)

MODULE J
FD15.0 STARFISH DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)
FD16.0 STINGRAY DRONES (Commander’s Level Rule)

MODULE J2
FD17.0 STONEFISH DRONES

MODULE Y1
FD18.0 SEE YFD18.0
FD19.0 SEE YFD19.0
FD20.0 SEE YFD20.0

MODULE J2
FD21.0 TYPE-H DRONES

MODULE Y1
FD22.0 SEE YFD22.0

MODULE C4
FD51.0 FRAX CATFISH DRONES
FD52.0 FRAX MISSILE RACKS
FD53.0 SUBSPACE-GUIDED MISSILES
FD54.0 SCUD MISSILES

MODULE P4
FD91.0 GROUND ATTACK DRONES

MODULE R107
FD93.0 NICOZIAN SKIPWARP MISSILES
FD94.0 ANTI-SHIELD WARHEADS
FD95.0 EXPLOSIVE WARHEADS
FD96.0 NICOZIAN ELECTRO-MAGNETIC PULSE WARHEADS
FD97.0 PROBE WARHEADS
FD98.0 SLUG WARHEADS
FD99.0 EEL NEGATIVE TRACTOR WARHEADS